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Why join the race?

Sailing Arabia – The Tour

Since its very first edition in 2011, Sailing Arabia – The Tour has grown in stature to become 
the region’s premier annual race and Oman a favourite winter destination for sailors around 
the globe.

The 12th edition will take place from 13 February to 28 February 2022, following a route 
which showcases the beauty of the Sultanate of Oman from Musandam in the North to 
Salalah in the south.

Experience authentic Oman
Sailing Arabia - The Tour, offering a unique insight into the Sultanate of Oman’s culture, 
makes the event an incredible adventure extending far beyond the fast and furious sailing. 
The cultural and educational elements of The Tour add an entirely new aspect; crews, teams 
and sponsors will explore with local guides the breathtaking landscapes and mystical tradi-
tions of Oman in an incredibly safe, stimulating and informative environment.

Engage local communities 
The event provides an ideal platform to engage local communities in the Sultanate of 
Oman, with perfect touchpoint opportunities with official dignitaries and corporate clients.

Start your season racing in Oman’s ideal wind conditions
Whilst Northern Europe is in the midst of winter, Oman offers outstanding warm weather
racing for the DIAM24 class. During the event, top amateurs and professionals from 
Europe, North America and beyond will compete in warm, sunny weather alongside the 
Sultanate of Oman’s finest sailors and up and coming talent.

One design boat
Varied wind speeds provide exhilarating race conditions, as each team competes on an 
identical DIAM24, the preparation, teamwork, technical skill, strategy and absolute 
professionalism determine the result, making Sailing Arabia - The Tour a battle of wits 
designed to bring out the best in competing crews.



Organised by Oman Sail, an internationally accomplished 
sailing and sports event management organisation, Sailing 
Arabia – The Tour connects sailors with Oman’s long-standing 
nautical traditions as they explore the dramatic coastline of 
the Sultanate.
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Awaken your sense of adventure;
discover authentic Oman

With its magnificent desert, freshwater wadis, secret oases and breathtaking mountain ranges, 
Oman is full of opportunities for adventure. Alongside the country’s natural wealth is its rich 
culture, which blends historical features with modern infrastructure. In Sur, sailors will visit the 
Dhow Factory, where artisans use centuries-old techniques to build traditional Arabian ships. 

Home to an abundance of treasures, Oman’s mystical souqs are the perfect places to barter 
for your traditional tour souvenirs such as silver jewellery and frankincense, whilst grand forts, 
exquisite palaces and mosques are sights to behold in the country’s capital, Muscat.



Awaken your sense of adventure;
discover authentic Oman

Oman’s tropical climate is subject to seasonal changes; from October to April the 
weather offers an average temperature of 23°C. Combine the Sultanate’s warm seas, 
incredible landscapes and welcoming people and you can see why tourists are captivated 
by the country’s authentic charm. 

Racing against the finest sailors in the DIAM class, Sailing Arabia - The Tour provides you 
with an opportunity to immerse in another culture, whilst embracing world-renowned 
Omani hospitality.
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Bordered by the Arabian Gulf, Gulf 
of Oman and the Arabian Sea, the 
Sultanate of Oman has a total area 
of approximately 309,500 km2, 
making it the third largest country 
in the Arabian Peninsula.



Combining fast paced in-port 
stadium competition with the 
only multi-stage coastal raid 
racing in the Middle East, 
Sailing Arabia - The Tour delivers 
a true test of sailing skill against 
the impressive backdrop of the 
Sultanate’s maritime heritage.

The Routea
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2021 Schedule

12 February
Opening Ceremony 

12 - 13 February
Daily Races

1. Mussanah
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15 - 16 - February
Daily Races

18 - 19 - 20 February
Daily Races

25 - 26 - 27 February
Daily Races

22 - 23  February
Daily Races

2. Musandam

3. Muscat

4. Duqm

5. Salalah



Entry package: 8,000 OMR (€18,000)

Inclusive in your entry: 
Return shipping between Port la Forêt – Oman

Entry fee for 3 sailors 

Crew accommodation & catering from 10 February to 27 February 2022 (inclusive) 

Crew transport of up to 4 items between venues and event hotels

Crew luggage transport between event hotels 

The loan of one gennaker (mandatory) 

Media package (video & digital photo portfolio)

Event branding: hull stickers, jib stickers, gennaker branding

Boat logistics & shipping

Return shipping of the DIAM24 & logistics equipment from France to Oman

Safety equipment as per race requirements (not including navigation equipment) 

Logistics of trucking boats between venues 

Repair of equipment within warranty failure

Additional costs
• Every extra person incurs a cost of OMR 1,150 (€2,500) per person, for the 15 days. 
• After paying the entry fee, teams have the option of chartering a DIAM24 from ADH, 
available on a first-come-first-served basis. Additional information about the Charter service 
and equipment on board is available upon request from the Event Manager or ADH directly 
(see Notice of Race).
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Contact Us Joseph Rafferty Event Manager - Oman Sail
Email: Joseph.rafferty@omansail.com  Mobile : +968 91762205
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